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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2020 is provided to the community of Cammeray Public School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year.

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self-assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

School contact details

Cammeray Public School
Palmer St
Cammeray, 2062
www.cammeray-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
cammeray-p.school@det.nsw.edu.au
9955 7200

Message from the principal

We are proud to be a public primary school located on the lower North Shore of Sydney and a part of the NSW
Department of Education. Cammeray Public School is driven by a belief that every student is capable of successful
learning based on high expectations and deep engagement. I speak about "The Cammeray Way" which is representative
of a warm, welcoming and proud school, strongly built on the values of honesty, kindness and shared success that
enables us to co-operate and be flexible, achieve excellence, respect one another and engage with learning and life.
"Every face has a place," and everyone belongs and is made welcome.

The culture we create together is built on an understanding that in our learning community, we all want to succeed - be
that at teaching, learning, leading, parenting, sport, academics, creative and performing arts and most importantly, in
having a sense of purpose and being an active citizen in today's world.

Our highly committed and involved community is dedicated to excellence in teaching and the provision of extensive
sporting and performing arts opportunities which support students to develop socially, culturally and physically. In
addition to the core curriculum, children enjoy success in a rich diversity of experiences including instrumental music,
choir, dance, drama, chess, public speaking, debating and a wide variety of sporting activities.

Our school has a cohesive mix of experienced and early career teachers, dedicated to bringing out the best in every child
through the implementation of quality teaching and learning programs. We enjoy strong community support, have an
active Parents and Citizens' Association and are part of the Harbourside Network of Schools (HNS). There is a strong
ethos of inclusion, teamwork, student wellbeing and future focused learning. Our 2020 priorities were; Engaged
Learners, Critical and Creative Thinkers and Connected Community. Strong academic programs, dedicated staff and
supportive and involved parents offer every child at Cammeray Public School the best opportunity for success.

In our modern and busy lives, we acknowledge the importance of balancing academic, family, artistic, sporting and
cultural and community interests, and we understand the importance of making memories and bringing people together
for a shared purpose. We believe that through education, w will provide our students with the knowledge, skills and
understandings they need to make a positive difference, to their own lives and to the lives of those around them.

Kerry McConaghy

Message from the school community

The Federation of Parents and Citizens Association of New South Wales provides information to support the activities of
school P&C associations. This is staffed by passionate volunteers committed to a free public education system which is
inclusive of all, irrespective of culture, gender, academic ability and socio-economic status. Our P&C is supported by
these guidelines. Our role is to enhance the relationship between the school and it's community, in order to provide the
best educational outcomes and environment for our children. Everyone is always welcome!
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"Parents as partners in the education process, have a right and a responsibility to play an active role in the education of
their children"

Anna - P&C President

Message from the students

Our names are Annika and Marcus and we are the school captains at Cammeray Public School.. Our classrooms are
exciting and colourful and the teachers make the lessons fun. Our teachers are kind and caring and are always there to
help us with our learning. There are many exciting places for us to play and everyone takes care of the nature in and
around the school. There are lots excursions and extra-curricular activities which gives us the opportunity to learn outside
in the playground and beyond the classroom, from experts, such as our Year 6 Canberra excursion and our Year 4
Taronga Zoo, Zoo Snooze excursion. At our school everyone is kind to one another and we show respect, responsibility
and personal by following the Cammeray Code. At Cammeray Public School we are all curious to learn about learning.
We love our school!
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School vision

At Cammeray School we equip students with the tools to be successful, confident, creative individuals. This is achieved
in a high performing school that is inclusive and works in partnership with our community. Our staff is innovative and
dynamic, providing leadership that inspires learning. This quality education is provided in a nurturing environment so that
all students can become active, confident participants in an ever-changing world.

School context

Cammeray School is located on the lower north shore of Sydney close to the city centre. A strong community partnership
further enhances our school identity.

Student enrolments are 798 with 16% of this student population including children from a non-English speaking
background.  The school values the richness and diversity of its student population.

The school grounds are extensive and provide interesting outdoor learning spaces. A variety of playground areas have
been developed to encourage creative and imaginative play. Boardwalks meander through wetlands and link to the
adventure playground area. The parent community have actively supported and created these areas in partnership with
the school.

Students are given the opportunity to participate in a quality and vibrant band program, many and varied sports
programs, public speaking and debating programs and performing arts including dance, choir and drama.

Strong partnerships have developed with local community groups offering further learning experiences and collaborative
opportunities for our students.
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Self-assessment and school achievement

This section of the annual report outlines the findings from self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework and participated in an external
validation. The Framework is a statement of what is valued as excellence for NSW public schools, both now and into the
future. The Framework supports public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear
description of high quality practice across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading.

Each year, we assess our practice against the Framework to inform our school plan and annual report. Every five years,
our school undergoes an external validation process.

During the external validation process, an independent panel consisting of a Principal School Leadership and a peer
principal considered our evidence and assessment of our school's progress against the School Excellence Framework.

Our self-assessment and the external validation process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further
improvements in the delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework: https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching-and-
learning/school-excellence-and-accountability/school-excellence

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

Elements 2020 School Assessment

LEARNING: Learning Culture Sustaining and Growing

LEARNING: Wellbeing Sustaining and Growing

LEARNING: Curriculum Sustaining and Growing

LEARNING: Assessment Sustaining and Growing

LEARNING: Reporting Sustaining and Growing

LEARNING: Student performance measures Sustaining and Growing

TEACHING: Effective classroom practice Sustaining and Growing

TEACHING: Data skills and use Sustaining and Growing

TEACHING: Professional standards Sustaining and Growing

TEACHING: Learning and development Sustaining and Growing

LEADING: Educational leadership Sustaining and Growing

LEADING: School planning, implementation and
reporting

Sustaining and Growing

LEADING: School resources Sustaining and Growing

LEADING: Management practices and processes Sustaining and Growing
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Strategic Direction 1

Engaged Learners

Purpose

To create a climate of learning that engages all stakeholders. All learners will be encouraged to actively reflect and have
a voice, by understanding future directions for success through collaboration, feedback and effective partnerships.
Professional learning programs will extend and deepen teachers' explicit knowledge of curriculum through professional
dialogue and analysis of student work, leading to improved pedagogy and improved student outcomes in the focus areas
of Literacy and Numeracy.

Improvement Measures

 • Improvement in student outcomes with an increase in the percentage of students demonstrating expected growth in
literacy and numeracy. Over 90% of students demonstrating expected growth through literacy and numeracy
progressions and NAPLAN.

 • Collective teacher efficacy and a shared responsibility for student growth in Literacy and Numeracy is evident
through grade planning and programs and through teacher reflection and feedback.

 • An increased use of rich literature to engage learning and enrich high performance.

Overall summary of progress

A new Collaborative Planning model evolved from our Spirals of Inquiry professional learning model. The depth of
professional dialogue around assessment and the development of targets in Literacy and Numeracy provided a strong
basis for developing best practice in the classroom context. Our instructional leaders continue to support our teachers in
developing their capacity to use the Literacy and Numeracy Learning Progressions to identify areas for growth so that all
students can meet their potential. Professional connections with the University of Sydney and Macquarie University have
underpinned professional learning, collaborative planning and best classroom practice.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Process 1:  • Introduce and embed 'Spirals of Inquiry' into professional learning to extend and deepen teachers'
explicit knowledge of learning through professional dialogue and a shared responsibility for student
improvement.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Connections with a range of academic partners have led to a deeper
understanding of content and concepts in the areas of reading and
numeracy, enhancing professional dialogue and practice.

A focus on improving the design, implementation and communication of
Individualised Learning Plans (ILPs) has been a focus this year, using
experienced teachers as mentors for early career teachers.

Transition meetings were extensive at the beginning of the year, pre-COVID,
to update teachers about supporting students to meet outcomes, to build
connections with families and to provide information for adjustments and
ILPs.

The role of the Learning and Support teacher has expanded to include:
 • Monitoring the progress of students K-6
 • During COVID provided hard copy packages for families to complement
Remote Learning Google Classrooms
 • Liaising and mentoring colleagues to support differentiated classroom
programs
 • Working with LaST coordinator in planning priorities
 • Coordinating the team of SLSOs to support teachers to adjust programs

RAM funding is used to employ extra
support staff and to release teachers
to plan individual learning programs
with specialist staff.

Integration funding to supplement
school funds to employ  LaST teacher.
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

and implement ILPs

Process 2:  • Grade planning and collaboration that adjusts learning to meet individual student needs, that
challenges and improves learning through a deep understanding and application of curriculum.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

By completing the Check In Assessments we are tracking students against
the progressions in the context of COVID, where NAPLAN data has not been
available. This formal data is supplemented with a range of internal data
including ACER PAT comprehension, AGAT and PAT Maths, work samples,
reading running records and SENA assessments. This data underpins the
professional dialogue in Collaborative Planning sessions.

In Year 3 our results in Check In reading our results are 20% higher than the
state average in the top 2 bands.

In Year 3 our results in Check In numeracy our results are 30% higher than
the state average in the top 2 bands.

In Year 5 our results in Check In reading and numeracy are 30% higher than
the state average in the top 2 bands.

The Learning and Support Team (LaST) plays a pivotal role in supporting
teachers to enrich learning for all students. As well as weekly meetings, the
LaST representatives systematically plan for Learning and Support grade
meetings on a rotational basis. As a result of this extension of LaST,
students' academic and wellbeing needs can be discussed with grade
colleagues to ensure that the needs of all students are met.

The SLSO team have also met for Collaborative Planning sessions and are
encouraged to complete online learning in their area of focus.

QTSS funds continues to be used to
implement the evolution of the
Collaborative Planning model of
professional learning program and
Professional Learning funds are used
to provide teachers with access to the
expertise of  universities and the
professional associations.

Process 3:  • Embedding Literacy and Numeracy progressions into student assessment, school projects and
reporting systems.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Further development of the Google Docs to support collaborative planning,
has involved creating Evidence of Learning assessment folders as a means
of tracking students' progress to ensure consistent teacher judgement.

SLSOs have been trained in using SENA and Running Record benchmarking
to support teachers in building data profiles and teachers of Stage 2 and 3
have been building confidence in using these assessment tools for their less
confident students.

A text complexity rubric has been developed through the Collaborative
Planning sessions as a tool to assess and enrich the reading choices of
students achieving beyond their stage in order to address growth issues in
our data between Stages 2 and 3.

Teachers have been released to observe classroom practice in other schools
across our network with a view to informing colleagues about What Works
Best in practice.

School funds have been used to
purchase resources and Professional
Learning funds used to release
teachers to observe best practice in
peer classrooms and beyond our
school community in other schools.

Next Steps

From the analysis of our External Validation - Evidence Set 2 - Collective Efficacy, we will now endeavour to further
improve our collective practices to align them with our successes in Assessment and Reporting.

We will continue to adapt our assessment processes based on the needs of all stakeholders in the school. Within our
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Collaborative Planning Professional Learning model, we will broaden our range of professional partnerships to ensure
the school community including parents, students and teachers remain engaged and open to continuous learning. The
development of instructional videos and teacher collaboration across year groups will be encouraged to ensure greater
collective efficacy and shared ownership of student learning across the school as well as within year groups. As a result
of the introduction of Remote Learning, teachers have realised the need for further learning across online platforms,
including Google Suite.

Advocacy for our students is paramount and, as such, we are working towards developing systematic ways to embed
targeted relationship building so that all classroom teachers are part of an extensive team of colleagues who each play
their part in supporting our students to meet their goals in a safe, inclusive and equitable learning environment.

Our SLSO team will continue to work cohesively by liaising through Collaborative Planning opportunities to build on their
strengths and to target where support is a priority for both students and teachers.
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Strategic Direction 2

Creative & Critical Thinkers

Purpose

To enhance in all stakeholders the skills of communication, collaboration, critical and creative thinking through innovative
and purposeful projects requiring a redesign of teaching and learning programs and flexible use of classroom
space. Immersion in curriculum that is purposeful and challenging will encourage 21st century learning through inquiry
and problem solving skills. A focus on Science, Maths and Technology will create engaging learning opportunities for all
students and teachers. The role of curiosity will be nurtured.

Improvement Measures

 • Improve student outcomes in Mathematics through a focus on mathematical thinking and problem solving that
engages students in critical and creative ways. Evidence of success will include teaching and learning programs,
student work samples, improved results in NAPLAN & improved student attitude towards Mathematics.

 • Improved implementation of Science, History and Geography through an inquiry approach to curriculum design.
Outcomes are contextualised in authentic learning opportunities, as evidenced by student work and school projects.

 • The creation of 21st century classrooms that use technology in meaningful ways, have flexible learning spaces and
empower students in directing their learning. Evidence of success will include: student & teacher surveys, innovative
projects and products created, monitoring of technology use.

Overall summary of progress

The use of the 'What Works Best' framework alongside the successful extension of flexible classroom furniture has
contributed to further innovations in the teaching of mathematics, science and technology. This is evidenced by:

 • Year 3 Check In assessment data demonstrates our school results exceeding SSSG in the top 2 bands in
numeracy

 • Significant increase in the use of Google Suite for all staff and students 2-6, enhancing communication and digital
literacy

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Process 1:  • Implement a whole school approach to the teaching of Mathematics that extend, expand and
challenge students thinking in critical and creative ways.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Grades have planned effectively by embedding the whole school scope and
sequence in mathematics from K-6. This has involved successfully
structuring the sequence of learning so that conceptual connections can be
made effectively by students and mathematical learning can build upon prior
knowledge to build depth and confidence.

A focus on 'non-negotiable' targets in mathematics is evident in written
planning and classroom implementation.

The Girls in Mathematics project showed significant improvement in
attainment and engagement in their second year of participation.

QTSS funding has been accessed to
support critical and creative thinking in
mathematics; school funds have been
used in order to participate in
mathematics projects with MANSW
(Mathematical Association NSW).

Professional learning funds have
provided opportunities for teachers to
be released to plan in the area of
STEAM.

Ongoing P&C financial support has
provided additional funds to expand
the flexible furniture roll-out across the
school.

Process 2:  • Research informed pedagogy - Draw on research to develop and implement Inquiry based learning in
Science, History & Geography  and expand teaching practice.
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Staff are demonstrating Improved confidence in implementing a range of
digital technology across all subject areas. All staff are now more confident in
their use of Google Classroom for communication between students,
teachers and parents and to deliver learning opportunities in a differentiated
way. Google Forms are now used for data collection wherever possible to
inform planning choices.

Modes of Learning have been revisited and further established in classrooms
to support the further roll out of flexible furniture. As a result,  investigative
learning has been initiated and trialled in many classrooms.

Students have access to a range of digital publishing software to engage
students by embedding audience and purpose in their learning.

The 'What Works Best' framework has underpinned professional learning to
support innovative practice.

School funds were used to purchase
digital resources additional to those
borrowed from STEM SHARE.

P&C contributions and school funds
have been jointly used to extend
purchases of a range flexible furniture,
laptops and chrome books, in all
classrooms K-6.

Next Steps

From the analysis of our External Validation Evidence Set 5 - Connected Learning - we will continue to embed the use of
technology across all curriculum areas. We have identified the need for further professional development to ensure the
use of existing and future resources. Increasing student engagement and establishing high expectations for all our
students should ensure continued student growth.

By encouraging teachers to embed the use of technology in their teaching and learning, we will be revising the Quality
Teaching Framework to focus on pedagogy which supports students to make connections in their understanding.

Through collaboration, confident teachers will mentor and support their colleagues in the use of flexible learning spaces,
embedding technology across curriculum areas, in order to develop conceptual programming and meet the needs of all
students.
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Strategic Direction 3

Compassionate Citizens

Purpose

To embed a culture of collective responsibility and empathy through respectful relationships. A commitment to equity and
social justice will lead to ethical decision making as part of the broader society. The growth of both the intellect and the
character of the learner will be a key feature of programs that support student well-being.

Improvement Measures

 • Increase the percentage of students consistently following the Cammeray Code of - respect, responsibility and
personal best- and building relationships based on kindness and compassion. Ensure that 100% of students are
respectful and responsible towards others.

 • Increase the number of school projects that link to social justice and global problems.

 • Extend the partnership with parents and community members through projects that build a sense of citizenship and
character in our global world.

Overall summary of progress

By establishing, maintaining and valuing a culture of inclusivity, we are now connecting within and beyond our school
community to promote equity for all. As the learning context has evolved from pre-COVID times to remote learning and
through all the transitions required of us in 2020, our students, teachers and parents have been encouraged to provide
feedback so that diverse views can be celebrated leading to positive academic and wellbeing outcomes for all
stakeholders.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Process 1:  • Student well-being programs are monitored, revised and expanded to reflect the Cammeray Code and
the core values of compassion and kindness towards others.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

The experience of COVID required a consistent focus on Cyber Safety and
effective and appropriate ways to communicate to ensure wellbeing for
students and the school community as a whole.

The Learning Pit research has been introduced in professional learning
sessions and is embedded in planning as we move towards a model of
investigative learning.

Habits of Mind, the GEM project and Growth Mindset have become ongoing
and established frameworks and are embedded in the language of all
classrooms.

Opportunities for student voice have been initiated so that students are part
of their learning process. This has included inviting representatives to attend
some grade planning sessions with teachers. The Sustainability Team of
students have played an integral role in establishing initiatives including
Waste Free Wednesday and recycling initiatives..

School funds have been accessed to
support classroom programs that
foster student wellbeing through the
Habits of Mind' and Growth Mindset.

RAM funds have been used to engage
extra support staff to work with
children with specific needs in social
and emotional behaviours.

Process 2:  • A shared school-wide commitment to social justice and global issues is evident through purposeful
leadership, quality teaching and community engagement.

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

The connection with our sibling school Railway Town was extended to
include a school visit to Broken Hill by senior executive.

School funds have been accessed to
support classroom programs that
foster inclusive learning. The expertise
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

The Inclusivity and Diversity team have continued to ensure that our school
community is a safe place for all students throughout the challenges of
COVID this year.

Although the wider school community have had limited access to the school
grounds and classrooms, we have enhanced our use of the school website
including regular opportunities for the sharing of school activities and photos.
The Virtual School Tour involved our senior leadership team providing a
welcoming space on our website for past, present and future families.

of the Inclusivity and Diversity team
supports classroom teachers to
embed inclusive learning, Indigenous
perspectives and cultural diversity in
planning and programming across the
school.

Next Steps

Whilst being mindful of COVID-19 restrictions, it is vital that our school respond to the need for positive inclusive
partnerships. From our SCOUT data analysis we are aware that student achievement is linked to parent involvement in
learning. For this reason, we will organise a range of opportunities for parents to develop their understanding of how their
children learn into the middle years of schooling where our growth plateaus significantly according to our NAPLAN data.

By building upon a range of parent-community-school initiatives, we expect to improve student engagement. The Railway
Town Sibling School partnership, the Sustainability Team and the Performing Arts opportunities will continue to provide
diverse opportunities for parents to be involved in the learning.

Our intention is to continue to make meaningful connections between these initiatives, ensuring that all staff are confident
in using the language frameworks and sustaining the projects to reach a position of excellence. The disruptions relating
to Remote Learning have served as a time to reflect on how we can best meet the wellbeing needs of our students and
families. Some of the projects were interrupted, but are now re-set for the new school context. We pledge to ensure that
all our students feel known, valued and care for in these challenging times.
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Aboriginal background loading $6352 - allocated funding
used to:

Release teachers to
develop, implement and
evaluate a personalised
plan for all identified
students and to attend
meetings held with all key
stakeholders

To enhance resources in
the library to ensure
diversity of texts and stories

To release teachers to plan
and construct a bush tucker
garden

Aboriginal students and staff are supported to
achieve their potential. Advice is sought from
community members, and protocols are
respected. Embedding Aboriginal Education
across subject areas which supports all
students to develop a deep understanding
across syllabus outcomes. Additional support
includes:
 • the purchasing of books and resources to
extend our library collection which has made
an impact on learning across the curriculum.
 • the effective ongoing professional learning
for all staff to shift pedagogy and improve
learning outcomes. The 'Grammar and
Meaning-encore' course (Kathy Rushton)
engaged teachers in how to plan and explore
texts with a focus on Indigenous perspectives.

English language proficiency $42683 - English language
proficiency funding and
school funding to
supplement,

 'English as Another
Language/Dialect (EALD)'
teacher employed to:
 •  support identified New
Arrival Program (NAP)
students
 • monitor progress of
EAL/D students in literacy
 • liaise with teachers to
provide professional
learning
Support learning officers
who are working in classes
to support identified
students across subject
areas.

Communication processes continue to be
effectively embedded in school Enrolment
Policy to ensure that New Arrivals are well
supported as they transition to school. Our
EAL/D programs ensure:
 • identified students are monitored and have
shown strong growth and achievement in
NAPLAN, SENA testing and running records
for reading.
 • teachers are supported in the classroom
context by colleagues with expertise and
training in the EAL/D progressions.

Low level adjustment for disability $105960 - Equity funding

This funding supported
additional hours for the:
 • Learning & Support
teacher
 • School Learning &
Support Officers (SLSO)

Structure of SLSO program has been
enhanced by assigning stage roles to each
officer as a result of identifying a need to
provide support to Stages 2 and 3 as well as
Stage 1 and Early Stage 1. The SLSO role
has transitioned to an in-class model, to
support learners in a more inclusive way. The
model is extensive and encompasses
learners:
 • who have additional learning needs.
 • who require enrichment, specifically those
high potential students who require support to
meet high expectations.

Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

$162545 - QTSS funding
release

This funding supported the
release of Instructional
Leaders to engage in
classroom support to
increase opportunities for
teachers to observe
exceptional classroom

A focus on assessment for literacy and
numeracy has been a feature of the
Professional Learning in Collaborative
Planning sessions. The instructional leaders
have had a positive impact on the need for
data collection to be purposeful and staff are
collecting and analysing work samples in
Evidence for Learning folders. The ongoing
need for data literacy skills has been
identified and will be supported by:
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Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

practice.  • Instructional leadership and experts in
curriculum delivery.
 • Strategic middle management development
in creating a deeper understanding of whole
school and longitudinal data needs.
 • Stage team leadership support in weekly
team meetings to engage teachers in ongoing
data conversations.

Socio-economic background $5976 - contributes to funds
for learning and support
resources and additional
support staffing

Strong support is given to student wellbeing
through an inclusive school system for
identified students and their families.
Inclusive processes focus on :
 • the careful monitoring of student needs,
academic achievement and wellbeing, which
is strategically coordinated through the
Learning Support Team.
 • in-classroom support, whereby every
student is known, valued and cared for
following the Wellbeing Framework for
Schools and our internal support systems and
structures.

Support for beginning teachers $18 856 - Beginning
Teacher funds and
additional school funds to
pay for early career
teachers to support career
development in the first 3
years of teaching practice.

Coaching and mentoring, by experienced
staff, has ensured that beginning teachers are
capable and confident in developing effective
classroom practice. Ways we support the
needs of beginning teachers include:
 • additional team leader coaching and
mentorship is in place to support those Early
Career Teachers (ECT) in seeking their
Proficient Teacher accreditation.
 • all ECT engaging in mentorship with the
senior executive team to pursue Professional
Learning in core areas of the curriculum to
support career development.
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2017 2018 2019 2020

Boys 464 444 434 415

Girls 472 476 454 445

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2017 2018 2019 2020

K 96.8 96.2 96.6 96.8

1 95.7 95.8 96.1 96

2 96.5 95.5 96.5 96.4

3 96.9 96.3 96.5 96.8

4 96.2 95.6 95.8 95.8

5 96.7 95.5 95.2 96.3

6 95.6 95.1 94.9 96.6

All Years 96.4 95.7 95.9 96.4

State DoE

Year 2017 2018 2019 2020

K 94.4 93.8 93.1 92.4

1 93.8 93.4 92.7 91.7

2 94 93.5 93 92

3 94.1 93.6 93 92.1

4 93.9 93.4 92.9 92

5 93.8 93.2 92.8 92

6 93.3 92.5 92.1 91.8

All Years 93.9 93.4 92.8 92

NSW student attendance data in 2020 is not comparable to previous years due to the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The NSW Government encouraged students to learn from home, where possible, for a seven week period from 24 March
to 22 May. During this period, schools monitored engagement with learning to determine whether students were marked
present. This changed the attendance measure. There was also some evidence of varied marking practices as schools
adjusted to the learning from home period, with some schools recording higher attendance rates while others recording
markedly lower rates.

Management of non-attendance

Attendance at school has a big impact on longer term outcomes for children and young people. When a child is not at
school they miss important opportunities to learn, build friendships and develop their skills through play. Regular
attendance at school is a shared responsibility between schools and parents. By working together we can have a positive
effect on supporting our children and young people to regularly attend school.
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Our teachers promote and monitor regular attendance at school and all our schools have effective measures in place to
record attendance and follow up student absences promptly. They are guided by the School Attendance policy which
details the management of non-attendance.
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Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal(s) 1

Deputy Principal(s) 2

Assistant Principal(s) 4

Classroom Teacher(s) 32.36

Literacy and Numeracy Intervention 0.8

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 0.5

Teacher Librarian 1.4

School Counsellor 1

School Administration and Support Staff 5.17

*Full Time Equivalent

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander workforce composition

The Department actively supports the recruitment and retention of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander employees
through the use of identified positions, and scholarship opportunities to become a teacher and by providing a culturally
safe workplace. As of 2020, 3.7% of the Department's overall workforce identify as Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait
Islander People.

Workforce ATSI

Staff type Benchmark1 2020 Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander representation2

School Support 3.30% 6.30%

Teachers 3.30% 2.80%

Note 1 - The NSW Public Sector Aboriginal Employment Strategy 2014-17 introduced an aspirational target of 1.8% by 2021 for each of the sector's
salary bands. If the aspirational target of 1.8% is achieved in salary bands not currently at or above 1.8%, the cumulative representation of Aboriginal
employees in the sector is expected to reach 3.3%.

Note 2 - Representation of diversity groups are calculated as the estimated number of staff in each group divided by the total number of staff. These
statistics have been weighted to estimate the representation of diversity groups in the workforce, where diversity survey response rates were less than
100 per cent. The total number of staff is based on a headcount of permanent and temporary employees.

Teacher qualifications

All casual, temporary and permanent teachers in NSW public schools must hold a NSW Department of Education
approval to teach. Teachers with approval to teach must be accredited with the NSW Education Standards Authority, and
hold a recognised teaching degree. All NSW teachers must hold a valid NSW Working With Children Check clearance.

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

Professional learning is core to enabling staff to improve their practice. Professional learning includes five student-free
School Development Days and induction programs for staff new to our school and/or system. These days are used to
improve the capacity of teaching and non-teaching staff in line with school and Departmental priorities.

In 2020, an additional School Development Day was included at the start of Term 2 to assist school leaders, teachers
and support staff to focus on the wellbeing of students and continuity of education, such as online and remote learning.
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Financial information

Financial summary

The information provided in the financial summary includes reporting from 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2020. The
Principal is responsible for the financial management of the school and ensuring all school funds are managed in line
with Department policy requirements.

2020 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 1,213,574

Revenue 7,302,847

Appropriation 6,574,722

Sale of Goods and Services 4,647

Grants and contributions 718,602

Investment income 3,376

Other revenue 1,500

Expenses -7,253,439

Employee related -6,273,199

Operating expenses -980,240

Surplus / deficit for the year 49,408

Closing Balance 1,262,982

Figures presented in this report may be subject to rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom line totals,
which are calculated without any rounding.
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Financial summary - Equity loadings

The equity loading data is the main component of the 'Appropriation' line item of the financial summary above.

2020 Approved SBA ($)

Targeted Total 98,739

Equity Total 160,972

Equity - Aboriginal 6,352

Equity - Socio-economic 5,976

Equity - Language 42,683

Equity - Disability 105,960

Base Total 5,632,940

Base - Per Capita 213,568

Base - Location 0

Base - Other 5,419,373

Other Total 496,601

Grand Total 6,389,252

Figures presented in this report may be subject to rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom line totals,
which are calculated without any rounding.
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School performance - NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and numeracy assessments are
reported on a scale from Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale represents increasing levels of skills and
understandings demonstrated in these assessments.

The My School website provides detailed information and data for national literacy and numeracy testing. Go to
myschool.edu.au to access the school data.

2020 NAPLAN

As agreed by the Education Council, the National Assessment Program (or NAPLAN) did not proceed in 2020 due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. This was to assist school leaders, teachers and support staff to focus on the wellbeing of students
and continuity of education, such as online and remote learning.

The Education Council also agreed to defer the full transition to NAPLAN Online from 2021 to 2022 and the continuation
of current NAPLAN governance arrangements through 2021.
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Parent/caregiver, student, teacher satisfaction

Our highly committed and involved community is dedicated to excellence in teaching and the provision of extensive
sporting and performing arts opportunities which support students to develop socially, culturally and physically. In
addition to the core curriculum, children enjoy success in a rich diversity of experiences including instrumental music,
choir, dance, drama, chess, public speaking, debating and a wide variety of sporting activities.

Feedback and reflection from our students, staff and parents taken from the Tell Them From Me survey data, SWOT
analysis and internal survey results indicates the following:

Students:

'I like that there are lots of nice kids and lots of space. I know we have good teachers here.'

'I like the people here. I like how teachers are nice and understanding if we get things wrong and they show us how to do
it properly next time.'

Staff:

'A strength is our knowledge of quality literature and authentic authors, Aboriginal perspectives written into programs and
programs including quality differentiation.'

'Our school has quality literature, lots of focused literacy and numeracy professional development (PD) through focus in
Spirals / PD sessions / Quality Teaching Rounds.'

Parents:

'Strong social belonging and inclusion. Knowing he has friends. Feeling cared for. A strong pastoral focus. A caring
teacher. Being seen and heard. Using digital tech in classroom learning. Lots of play. Home-cooked meals at the
canteen.'

'Both my kids like to feel safe and supported at school, mainly by their teacher.'

'Understanding each child for who they are and where they are on their journey. This has been a real positive at
Cammeray. - so good at seeing each child and I love that the teachers that my kids have had have really cared for them
as people.'

We are committed to the ongoing inclusion of student, staff and parent voice in our future planning and programming.
Student engagement, sense of belonging and the opportunity for advocacy across the school are important focus areas.
We pledge to continue to engage with all stakeholders to include all voices in our decision making processes. We
acknowledge reflection and feedback as being key to continuous improvement and we highly value this information, as
we strive for excellence.
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Policy requirements

Aboriginal Education Policy

The responsibility for enacting the Aboriginal Education Policy rests with all Departmental staff. The policy should
underpin and inform planning, teaching practice and approaches to educational leadership in all educational settings.

Evidence of effective implementation of the policy included:
 • Establishing, building and strengthening relationships with the Local Aboriginal Education Consultative Group,

Aboriginal people and communities.
 • Providing, in partnership with Aboriginal people and communities, education which promotes quality teaching, is

engaging, and is culturally appropriate and relevant.
 • Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students will match or better the outcomes of the broader student population.
 • Implementation of Personalised Learning Pathways for all Aboriginal students in a school culture of high

expectations.

Anti-Racism Policy

All teachers are responsible for supporting students to develop an understanding of racism and discrimination and the
impact these may have on individuals and the broader community. Principals are responsible for examining school
practices and procedures to ensure they are consistent with the policy. All schools have an Anti-Racism Contact Officer
who is trained to respond to concerns in relation to racism.

Multicultural Education Policy

Teachers address the specific learning and wellbeing needs of students from culturally diverse backgrounds through
their teaching and learning programs. Principals are responsible for ensuring that school policies, programs and
practices respond to the cultural, linguistic and religious diversity of the school community, and provide opportunities that
enable all students to achieve equitable education and social outcomes.
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